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1 Abstract
Supersymmetry is considered in spaces of constant curvature (spherical, de Sitter and Anti-de
Sitter spaces) of two, three and four dimensions.
2 Introduction
The expectation that supersymmetry will soon be shown to be a symmetry of nature moti-
vates us to analyze its properties in spaces of constant curvature. We view these D dimen-
sional spaces as being surfaces, in a flat embedding space of dimension D + 1, that satisfy
the (constraint) equation
gABx
AxB = const. (1)
For spherical space times SD, gAB = diag(+,+,+, . . .+), for de Sitter space dSD, gAB =
diag(+,+,+, . . .+,−) and for anti de Sitter space, AdSD, gAB = diag(+ + + . . .+,−,−).
The symmetry (or isometry) transformations on this surface are generated by operators JAB
which satisfy the algebra
[
JAB, JCD
]
= gACJBD − gBCJAD + gBDJAC − gADJBC . (2)
(We use anti-Hermitian generators.) Depending on the metric, this is the algebra of the
groups S0(D + 1), S0(D, 1) and S0(D − 2, 2) for SD, dSD and AdSD respectively. We do
not necessarily include Bosonic translation generators Pµ, in contrast to ref [1].
The isometry group of flat space-times is a semi-direct product of an SO group, such
as the above, with the Abelian group of translations; for example in 3 + 1 dimensions the
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Poincare¨ group is SO(3, 1)× T4.
The supersymmetry generators Q in flat space-time occur as “square roots” of the trans-
lation generators P ({Q,Q} ∼ P ). The translation generators PA commute with the super-
symmetry generators Q and the SO generators JAB.
In the case of the spaces of constant curvature translations are not isometries. The
supersymmetry generators Q must then occur as “square roots” of the JAB ({Q,Q} ∼ JAB);
the JAB do not commute with Q. Closure of the algebra requires in many cases extra
Bosonic generators. These do not necessarily commute with everything and consequently
are not “central charges” but rather “internal symmetry generators”. This is in contrast to
the central charges considered in [2].
In section 3 we consider a number of different possible supersymmetry algebras which
extend the algebra of (2) for these spaces of constant curvature for D = 4, 3 and 2. In each
case we have identified extensions with the least possible number of Fermionic generators.
(We consider cases in which the simplest Fermionic generator is a Dirac spinor, unlike ref.
[1].)
In Sections 4, 5 and 6 we focus our attention on the simplest supersymmetry algebras
in the spaces S2 and AdS2. In Section 4 we examine the representations of the algebras.
For S2 we classify the states which carry an irreducible representation of the algebra and we
show that there is an upper bound on the angular momentum for these states. For AdS2
we generalise the previous treatment of the N = 1 supersymmetry algebra [8, 9, 16] to the
N = 2 case. The N = 2 algebra in AdS2 resembles closely the simplest supersymmetry
3
algebra in S2. In section 5 we provide examples of supersymmetric models on S2 and AdS2
containing interacting scalar and spinor fields. In section 6 we provide a realization in
appropriate superspaces of the minimal supersymmetry algebra in S2 and AdS2 using the
Bosonic coordinates of the 3-dimensional embedding spaces. In the AdS2 case we define
scalar superfields and we write down a number of distinct supersymmetric actions in terms
of them. In terms of the component fields these actions correspond to realistic models on
AdS2.
Notation and Dirac matrix identities are given in an appendix.
3 Supersymmetry Algebra
3.1 S4
As noted after eq. (A.36), in 5 + 0 dimensions the simplest spinor is necessarily Dirac[3];
we consequently employ a Dirac spinorial generator Qi. It is necessary to include a scalar
internal symmetry generator Z in addition to JAB in order to define a closed supersymmetric
extension of the algebra of eq. (2) for S4. The two superalgebras whose non-vanishing (anti-
)commutators are
[
JAB, Qi
]
= −ΣABij Qj (3a)
[Z,Qi] = ∓Qi (3b)
{
Qi,Q
†
j
}
= Zδij ± ΣABij JAB (3c)
satisfy the Jacobi identities. (Eq. (A.34) is useful in proving this.)
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Another pair of superalgebras associated with S4 is given by
[
JAB, Qi
]
= −ΣABij Qj
[
JAB, ZC
]
= δACZB − δBCZA (4a, b)
[
ZA, Qi
]
= −1
2
γAijQj [Z,Qi] = −Qi (4c, d)
[
ZA, ZB
]
= −JAB (4e)
{
Qi, Q
†
j
}
= ±
(
3
2
Zδij − γAijZA + ΣABij JAB
)
. (4f)
It too is consistent with the Jacobi identities. The superalgebras of equations (4) differ from
those of equations (3) through the inclusion of an SO(5) vector bosonic generator ZA which
does not commute with JAB and a distinct anti-commutator
{
Q,Q†
}
. ZA plays the role of
a translation operator as in ref. [1]. In (3) and (4), the JAB are anti-Hermitian while ZA
and Z are Hermitian.
3.2 S3
In 4 + 0 dimensions also the simplest spinors are Dirac [3]. Consequently one can obtain
a superalgebra associated with S3 by “dimensional reduction” of the superalgebras of eq.
(3) and eq. (4). One identifies the generators Jα5 with an S0(4) vector generator Y α. The
superalgebra of (3) is then rewritten as
[
Jαβ , Qi
]
= −Σαβij Qj , [Y α, Qi] = 12 (γαγ5)ij Qj (5a, b)
[
Jαβ, Y γ
]
=
(
δαγY β − δβγY α
)
,
[
Y α, Y β
]
= Jαβ (5c, d)
[Z,Qi] = ∓Qi,
{
Qi, Q
†
j
}
= Zδij ±
(
Σαβij J
αβ − 1
2
(γαγ5)ij Y
α
)
(5e, f)
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in addition to eq. (2). Again, Y is a translation operator, as in [1].
When “dimensionally reducing” the superalgebra of eq. (4), we again identify Jα5 with
Y α; in addition Z5 becomes the S0(4) scalar Y . It is straightforward to effect the “dimen-
sional reduction” of the superalgebra of eq. (4); the approach employed in obtaining the
superalgebra of eq. (5) from that of eq. (3) is followed.
Of more interest, there are two superalgebras associated with S3 which cannot be obtained
by “dimensional reduction”. These superalgebras are the analogues of equations (3). They
require two internal symmetry generators Z and Z5 to satisfy the Jacobi Identities. The
superalgebras are given by
{
Qi, Q
†
j
}
= ∓Σαβij Jαβ + Zδij + Z5 (γ5)ij (6a)
[Z,Qi] = ±12Qi [Z5, Qi] = ±12(γ5)ijQj (6b, c)
[
Jαβ , Qi
]
= −Σαβij Qj (6d)
in addition to eq. (2). This superalgebra can be further decomposed into two decoupled
subalgebras, using the chiral decomposition of the generators Q into 1
2
(1± γ5)Q.
3.3 S2
Superalgebras with one Fermionic generator associated with a two dimensional spherical
surface embedded in 3 + 0 dimensions cannot be obtained by dimensional reduction of the
superalgebras associated with S3, as in 3 + 0 dimensions irreducible spinors are two com-
ponent Dirac spinors while in 4 + 0 dimensions they are four component Dirac spinors.
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Superalgebras, with one Fermionic generator, similar in form to those of (3) and (6) can
however be written down on S3. If Qi is a two-component Dirac spinorial generator, then
we find two superalgebras consistent with the Jacobi identities, namely
{
Qi, Q
†
j
}
= Zδij ∓ 2τaijJa (7a)
[Ja, Qi] = −12τaijQj (7b)
[Z,Qi] = ∓Qi (7c)
[
Ja, J b
]
= iǫabcJc. (7d)
In addition there is in two dimensions a third superalgebra associated with S2. It can be
shown that (with Q˜ = QT τ2)
{
Qi, Q˜j
}
= τaijJ
a
{
Qi, Q
†
j
}
= τaijZ
a (8a, b)
[Ja, Qi , ] = −12τaijQj
[
Za, Q˜i
]
= 1
2
Q†jτ
a
ji
(8c, d)
[
Ja, J b,
]
= iǫabcJc
[
Za, Zb
]
= −iǫabcJc (8e, f)
[
Ja, Zb
]
= iǫabcZc (8g)
is consistent with Jacobi identities. This algebra does not appear to have an analogue on S3
or S4. If we define the symplectic Majorana spinors
Q1 =
Q +Qc
2
= −(Q2)c
Q2 =
Q−Qc
2
= (Q1)c
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then it follows from (8a,b) that
{
Q1, Q˜2
}
=
{
Q2, Q˜1
}
= 1
2
τaJa
{
Q1, Q˜1
}
= −
{
Q2, Q˜2
}
= −1
2
τaZa
Za is akin to the translation operator appearing in [1]. A similar decomposition of (7) (with
the upper sign) leads to
{
Qi, Q˜j
}
= −τaijJa +
1
2
Zǫij
3.4 dS4
By exploiting some of the properties of spinors in 4+1 dimensions (as given in the appendix)
we are able to formulate a supersymmetric algebra associated with dS4. We introduce two
4-component Dirac spinorial generators Qri (r = 1, 2) related by the symplectic Majorana
condition (A.15),
Qri = ǫ
rsQys i. (9)
The generator Q˜ri is defined to be
Q˜ri =
(
QTrC
)
i
(10)
with C = C† = C−1 = −CT = −C∗ given by eq. (A.38). It is evident that
(
Q˜rQs
)
is a
Lorentz scalar in 4 + 1 dimensions.
A consistent superalgebra employing these spinors that involves a translation operator
ZA is given by
{
Qri , Q˜
s
j
}
= i
[
δrsΣABij JAB + ǫ
rs
(
γAijZA + δijZ
)]
(11a)
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[
JAB, Qri
]
= −
(
ΣABQr
)
i
(11b)
[
ZA, Qri
]
= −1
2
ǫrs
(
γAQs
)
i
(11c)
[Z,Qri ] =
3
2
ǫrsQsi (11d)
[
ZA, ZB
]
= JAB (11e)
[
JAB, ZC
]
= gACZB − gBCZA. (11f)
Showing that the Jacobi identities are satisfied involves using the properties of Dirac matrices
(A.28 - A.34). In addition, to analyze the Jacobi identity associated with
(
Qri , Q
s
j , Q
t
k
)
,
(A.41) is useful. The algebra of eq. (11) is closed under Hermitian conjugation with the
symplectic Majorana condition (9), provided J†AB = −JAB, Z†A = −ZA and Z† = −Z. Of
course, one could always use a single 4-component Dirac spinor in place of the symplectic
Majorana spinors (9). In that case, an analogue of either (3) and (4) could be introduced
in dS4; similarly (11) has an analogue on S4. A mapping between these two algebras in the
latter case between the algebras of (11) and (4) is provided by
Q1 + iQ2√
2
→ Q, iZA → ZA,
Z → 3i
2
Z.
3.5 AdS4
In the case of AdS4, one can use spinorial generators which are Majorana rather than Dirac,
as the Majorana condition can be consistently applied in 3 + 2 dimensions.
If now Q˜ = QTC with C defined by eq. (A.40), then we can have
{
Qi, Q˜j
}
= 2ΣABij JAB (12a)
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[
JAB, Qi
]
= −
(
ΣABQ
)
i
(12b)
as a consistent supersymmetric generalization of the algebra associated with AdS4. Again,
(A.41) is crucial for establishing that the Jacobi identities are satisfied.
We note that (12a) is consistent in the sense that
(
ΣABC
)T
= ΣABC; vectorial and scalar
internal symmetry generators cannot consistently be introduced into (12a) as
(
γAC
)T
=
−γAC, CT = −C.
3.6 dS3
Using the notation employed in the appendix we note that the usual supersymmetry algebra
for 3 + 1 dimensional Minkowski space, is given by
{
Qi, Q˜j
}
= 0
{
Qi, Q
†
j
}
= 2σλijPλ
[
Pµ, Q˜1
]
= 0 [Jµν , Qi] = − (σµνQ)i
[
Jµν , Q
†
i
]
=
(
Q†σµν
)
i
(13a)
[Pµ, Pν] = 0 [Jµν , Pλ] = gµλPµ − gνλPµ [Jµν , Jλσ] = gµλJνσ − gµσJνλ + gνσJµλ − gνλJµσ.
Since no anticommutator of the form
{
Qi, Q˜j
}
,
{
Qi, Q
†
j
}
or
{
Q†i , Q
†
j
}
can consistenty be
related to Jµν , this algebra cannot be viewed as a superalgebra in dS3. However, as in [1]
if we relax the condition [Pµ, Pν ] = 0 and identify Pµ with an internal symmetry generator
Zµ, then we can consistently relate
{
Qi, Q˜j
}
and
{
Q˜†i , Q
†
j
}
to Jµν so that the resulting
superalgebra can be associated with dS3. It is
{
Qi, Q˜j
}
= −2σµνij Jµν ,
{
Q˜†i , Q
†
j
}
= −2σµνij Jµν
{
Qi, Q
†
j
}
= 2σλijZλ
[Jµν,, Qi] = − (σµνQ)i
[
Jµν,Q
†
i
]
=
(
Q†σµν
)
i
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[
Zµ, Q˜i
]
= 1
2
(
Q†σµ
)
i
[
Zµ, Q
†
i
]
= 1
2
(
Q˜σµ
)
i
(13b)
[Zµ, Zν ] = −Jµν [Jµν , Zλ] = gµλZν − gνλZµ [Jµν , Jλσ] = gµλJνσ − gµσJνλ+ gνσJµλ− gνλJµσ
It can easily be shown that all Jacobi identities associated with the triples (Q,Q,Q), (Q,Q,Q†),
(P,Q,Q), (P,Q,Q†), (P, P,Q), (J, P,Q), (P, P, J) and (P, J, J) are satisfied by the algebra
of (13b). This can be viewed as a supersymmetric extension of the algebra considered in [4].
3.7 AdS3
In 2 + 2 dimensions, a spinorial generator Q can be simultaneously Majorana and Weyl.
For the simplest supersymmetric extension of the isometry algebra of AdS3, we consider a
spinorial generator in 2 + 2 dimensions which is Majorana-Weyl. Using the notation of [5]
with
(σµν)kℓ = −14
[
σµkm˙σ
νm˙
ℓ − σνkm˙σµm˙ℓ
]
(14)
we find that
{
Qk, Q
ℓ
}
= (σµν) ℓk Jµν (15a)
[Jµν , Qk] = − (σµν) ℓk Qℓ (15b)
is a superalgebra which is consistent with the Jacobi identities.
3.8 AdS2/dS2
There is a degeneracy between two dimensional Anti-de Sitter space and two dimensional
de Sitter space. We begin by relating supersymmetry in AdS2 space to superconformed
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symmetry in 0 + 1 dimensions [6]. The N = 2 superconformal algebra in 0 + 1 dimensions
is given by [7-9]
[π, δ] = π [κ, δ] = −κ [π, κ] = 2δ (16a)
[δ, qi] = −12qi [δ, si] = 12si (16b)
[π, si] = iqi [κ, qi] = isi (16c)
{qi, qj} = ±iδijπ {si, sj} = ∓iδijκ (16d)
{qi, sj} = ∓δijδ − i2ǫijα (16e)
[si, α] = ∓iǫijsj [qi, α] = ∓iǫijqj. (16f)
(This can be derived by projecting the N = 2 superconformal algebra in 1 + 1 dimensions
along the light cone [9].) By setting α = q2 = s2 = 0 in (16), a consistent N = 1 version of
this superconformal algebra can be obtained. We note that iδ, π, κ, α,
√
iqi and
√−isi are
Hermitian.
The generators π, δ and κ (“Hamiltonian”, “dilitation” and “special conformal” genera-
tors respectively) have a relationship with those of AdS2 space given in [6]. We follow this
prescription, defining the symmetry generators Jab(= −Jba) in AdS2 space by
J12 =
1
2
(κ− π) J13 = 12(κ+ π) J32 = δ. (17)
In addition, we define the two component spinor
Q =


q + is
q − is

 . (18)
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The N = 1 limit of supersymmetry algebra of (16) implies that
[Jab, Jcd] = gacJbd − gbcJad + gbdJac − gadJbc
{
Q, Q˜
}
= 2ΣabJab (19)
[Jab, Q] = −ΣabQ.
If now we look at the full N = 2 superalgebra of (16) with
Qi =


qi + isi
qi − isi

 (20)
then (16) implies that
{
Qi, Q˜j
}
= −iǫijα± 2δijΣabJab
[Jab, Qi] = −ΣabQi (21)
[α,Qi] = ±iǫijQj.
From (18) and (20) it is apparent that the spinor generators in the algebras (19) and
(21) each possess two degrees of freedom, and so are not true Dirac spinors. In the algebras
(19) and (21) Q and Qi can be interpreted as being Majorana spinors. The two Majorana
spinors in (21) can be combined to form a Dirac spinor
Q = Q1 + iQ2 ; (22)
in this case (21) becomes
{
Q, Q˜
}
= 0
{
Q,Q
}
= ∓4ΣabJab + 2α (23)
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[Jab, Q] = −ΣabQ
[α,Q] = ±Q.
Using a Dirac spinor generator Q, we can formulate another consistent superalgebra that
is an extension of the AdS2 algebra.
{
Q, Q˜
}
= ΣabJab
{
Q,Q
}
= ΣabZab
[
Jab, Q
]
= −ΣabQ
[
Zab, Q˜
]
= QΣab (24)
[
Jab, Jcd
]
= gacJ bd − gbcJad + gbdJac − gadJ bc
[
Zab, Zcd
]
= gacJ bd − gbcJad + gbdJac − gadJ bc
[
Jab, Zcd
]
= gacZbd − gbcZad + gbdZac − gadZbc.
This superalgebra is analogous to the S2 superalgebra of eq. (8). It can be shown to satisfy
the Jacobi identities. On AdS2, Q can be decomposed into two Majorana spinors
Q1,2 =
Q±Qc
2
. (25)
The algebra of (24), in terms of Q1,2, becomes
{
Q1, Q˜2
}
= 0
{
Q1,2, Q˜1,2
}
= −1
2
Σab (Zab ∓ Jab) (26)
[
Jab, Q1,2
]
= −ΣabQ1,2
[
Zab, Q1,2
]
= ±ΣabQ1,2
14
[
Kab± , K
cd
±
]
= gacKbd± − gbcKad± + gbdKac± − gadKbc±
[
Kab± , K
cd
∓
]
= 0
where Kab± =
1
2
(
Jab ± Zab
)
. It is evident from (26) that Q1 and Q2 both belong to a
subalgebra with the structure of eq. (19).
4 Representations in Two Dimensions
4.1 S2
The analysis of the representations of the superalgebra of eq. (7) which is associated with S2
closely follows the discussion of the spℓ(2, 1) superalgebra in [10]. (The osp(2, 1) superalgebra
considered in [10] is not self-adjoint.) We first note that there are two Casimirs associated
with (7) (with the upper sign)
6C2 = ~J 2 − 14Z2 − 12Z + 12Q†Q
= ~J 2 − 1
4
Z2 − 1
2
[
Qi, Q
†
i
]
(27)
and
6C3 = 12(Z + 1)
(
6C2 + 12Q†Q
)
+ 1
4
Q†τ · JQ. (28)
The subalgebra of (7d) has the usual Casimir ~J 2.
If |I >= |j,m, ζ > with
~J 2|I >= j(j + 1)|I > (29a)
J3|I >= m|I > (29b)
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Z|I >= ζ |I > (29c)
subject to the requirement
Qi|I >= 0 (i = 1, 2), (30)
we then define
Q†i |I >= |i > (i = 1, 2) (31a)
Q†1Q
†
2|I >= |F > . (31b)
From (7) it follows that
J3|1 >=
(
m− 1
2
)
|1 > (32a)
J3|2 >=
(
m+ 1
2
)
|2 > (32b)
J3|F >= m|F >; (32c)
furthermore
Z|i >= (ζ ± 1) |i > (33a)
Z|F >= (ζ ± 2) |F > . (33b)
(The two signs in (33) correspond to the two algebras in (7).)
It is possible to show that
[
J2, Q†1Q
†
2
]
= 0 (34)
and hence
J2|F >= j(j − 1)|F > ; (35)
however, |i > is a linear combination of states which are eigenfunctions of J2 corresponding
to eigenvalues (j + 1
2
)(j + 3
2
) and (j − 1
2
)(j + 1
2
).
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(The operators appearing in (7) are related to those appearing in the discussion of
spℓ(2, 1) in [11] by H = J3, E
± = J1 ± iJ2,
√
2F+ = Q†1,
√
2F− = −Q†2,
√
2F
+
= −Q2,
√
2F
−
= Q1 when the upper sign in (7) is used.)
Norms of states can be computed; we find
< 1|1 >=< I|
{
Q1, Q
†
1
}
|I >= (ζ ∓ 2m) < I|I > (36a)
< 2|2 >= (ζ ± 2m) < I|I > (36b)
< F |F >= (ζ ∓ 2j)(ζ ± 2j ± 2) < I|I > (36c)
as
(J1 ± iJ2) |j,m >= [(j ∓m)(j ±m+ 1)]1/2 |j,m± 1 > . (37)
For the norm of these states to be positive definite, we must have
2j < ζ (38)
so that ζ forms an upper bound on j. This is similar to the way in which the central charge
forms an upper bound on the magnitude of the momentum in the supersymmetric extension
of the Poincare´ group in 4+0 dimensions and 5+0 dimensions [3,12]. By way of contrast, in
the supersymmetric extension of the Poincare´ group in 3+1 dimensions or 4+1 dimensions,
the central charge forms a lower bound on the magnitude of the momentum [2,13-15,12].
4.2 AdS2
Representations of the N = 2 superalgebra of (22) and (19) (and consequently of (16)) can
be worked out applying techniques used in [8] for the N = 1 superalgebra. The N = 2
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superalgebra is also considered in [9] and [16]; in the latter there is no analogue of the
operator α which is essential for the Jacobi identities.
Working directly with the operators of (16) (using the upper sign), the subalgebra of
(16a) has a Casimir
6!C0 = δ2 − 12 {π, κ} (39)
while the full superalgebra of (16) has the Casimir
6C = 6C0 + A− 14α2 (40)
where
A = A1 + A2 (41)
with
Ai = −12 [qi, si] (i = 1, 2). (42)
Since
4A21 − 2A1 = 6C0 = 4A22 − 2A2 (43)
we see that
6C = 2
(
A21 + A
2
2
)
− 1
4
α2. (44)
A general discussion of the S0(2, 1) group of (16a) appears in [17]. The S0(2) subgroup of
S0(2, 1) has a Casimir
R = 1
2
(κ− π). (45)
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We can now classify states |ψ > by eigenvalues of R, 6C0, 6C and α (taken to be ρ, γ0, γ and
a respectively). From (43) we see that
Ai|ψ >= Ai|ρ, γ0, γ, a >= 1 + ǫi
√
1 + 4γ0
4
|ρ, γ0, γ, a > (46)
where ǫi = ±1; thus by (41)
γ = γ0 =
1
4
(
2 + (ǫ1 + ǫ2)
√
1 + 4γ0 − a2
)
. (47)
Ladder operators for S0(2, 1) are given by
B± =
1
2
(κ+ π)∓ δ = B†∓; (48)
in addition, there are Fermionic ladder operators
F i± = q
i ± isi. (49)
These operators are related by
6C0 = R2 − 12 {B−, B+} (50a)
[R,B±] = ±B± (50b)
[
R,F i±
]
= ±1
2
F i± (50c)
{
F i+, F
j
−
}
= −2iδijR− ǫijα (50d)
{
F i±, F
j
±
}
= i
2
δijB± (50e)
[
F i±, α
]
= −iǫijF j± (50f)
Ai =
i
4
[
F i−, F
i
+
]
(50g)
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B±B∓ = R
2 ∓ R− 6C0 (50h)
F i±F
i
∓ = −2iR ∓ 2iA (50i)
= −2iR ∓ 2i
(
6C− 6C0 + 14α2
)
[
B±, F
i
±
]
= 0 (50j)
[
B±, F
i
∓
]
= ±F i±. (50k)
If now we define
|ψ± >= B±|ψ > (51a)
|ψi± >= F i±|ψ > (51b)
then it follows that
6C|ψ± >= γ|ψ± > (52a)
6C0|ψ± >= γ0|ψ± > (52b)
R|ψ± >= (ρ± 1)|ψ± > (52c)
α|ψ± >= a|ψ± > (52d)
as well as
6C|ψi± >= γ|ψi± > (53a)
R|ψi± >= (ρ± 1
2
)|ψi± > (53b)
α|ψi± >= (+iǫij + aδij) |ψj± > (53c)
(A+ 6C0) |ψi± >=
(
6C0 + 14α2
)
|ψi± > (53d)
20
=
[(
+1
4
+ γ + 1
4
a2
)
δij +
i
2
aǫij
]
|ψj± > .
(The S0(2, 1) invariant A+ 6C0 is easier to work with than 6C0 itself as
[
6C0, F i±
]
is non-trivial
while
[
A+ 6C0, F i±
]
is easily evaluated.) One can now diagonalzie the 2 × 2 matrices on the
right side of (53c) and (53d).
Using (50h) and (50i), it follows that
< ψ ± |ψ± >=
(
ρ2 ± ρ− γ0
)
< ψ|ψ > (54a)
and
< ψi± |ψi± >=
[
−2ρ∓ 2
(
γ − γ0 + 14α2
)]
< ψ|ψ > . (54b)
The forms for γ0 and ρ are [17]
γ0 = Φ(Φ + 1) (55a)
ρ = E0 + n
(
−1
2
≤ E0 < 12 , n integer
)
(55b)
with the permitted values of Φ and E0 falling into four distinct classes. (In [8] the allowed
values of Φ and E0 are restricted by an additional 0(3) symmetry present in the physical
system being considered.)
5 Models in Two Dimensions
It is possible to write down component field models in two dimensions that are invariant
under the supersymmetry transformations associated with the superalgebras of (7), (19) and
(21). They bear a certain resemblance to the hyperspherical models considered in [18-30].
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5.1 S2
It is possible to present a model invariant under transformations associated with the algebra
of eq. (7) (with the upper sign). We consider the action
S =
∫
dA
R2
[(
1
2
Ψ†
(
~τ · ~L+ x
)
Ψ− Φ∗
(
L2 + x(1 − x)
)
Φ
−1
4
F ∗F
)
+ λN
(
2(1− 2x)Φ∗Φ
−(F ∗Φ+ FΦ∗)−Ψ†Ψ
)N]
. (56)
In (56), Φ and F are complex scalars, and Ψ is a Dirac spinor, defined on the surface of a
sphere of radius R in three dimensions. The angular momentum operator is ~L = −i~r × ~∇
and x and λN are arbitrary real parameters.
By using the identities of eqs. (A.1 - A.4), one can verify that for arbitrary N , (56) is
invariant under both the supersymmetry transformation
δΦ = ξ†Ψ
δΨ = 2
(
~τ · ~L+ 1− x
)
Φξ − Fξ (57)
δF = −2ξ†
(
~τ · ~L+ x
)
Ψ
and the special transformations
δΨ = λi
(
1 + 2~τ · ~L
)
Ψ
δΦ = λi (2(1− x)Φ− F ) (58)
δF = λi
[
−4
(
L2 + x(1− x)
)
Φ + 2xF
]
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where ξ is a constant Grassmann spinor and λ is a constant. These transformations are
generated by exp
[
ξ†R−R†ξ + iλZ + i~ω · ~J
]
using the commutators
[
ξ†R,Φ
]
= ξ†Ψ ,
[
ξ†R,Ψ
]
=
[
2(~τ · ~L+ 1− x)Φ− F
]
ξ
[
ξ†R,F
]
= −2ξ†(~τ · ~L+ x)Ψ (59)
[λZ,Φ] = −λ [2(1− x)Φ− F ] , [λZ,Ψ] = −λ
[
1 + 2~τ · ~L
]
Ψ
[λZ, F ] = −λ
[
−4
(
~L2 + x(1− x)
)
Φ + 2xF
]
[
~ω · ~J,Φ
]
= −~ω · ~LΦ,
[
~ω · ~J,Ψ
]
= −~ω ·
(
~L+ 1
2
~τ
)
Ψ
[
~ω · ~J, F
]
= −~ω · ~LF.
(All other commutators vanish.) Jacobi identities involving (7) (upper sign) and (59) are
satisfied.
Other models on S2 also exist which possess a Fermionic symmetry. For example let us
consider
S =
∫
dA
R2
[
iΨ†~τ · ~r
(
~τ · ~L+ 1
)
Ψ+ Φ∗~L2Φ
]
. (60)
This differs in form from the action considered in [21] by the factor of i˙ in the first term
(needed to ensure Hermiticity as ~τ · ~r
(
~τ · ~L+ 1
)
= −
(
~τ · ~L+ 1
)
~τ · ~r). The action of eq.
(60) possess the superinvariance
δΦ = R2ξ†Ψ δΨ = −i~τ · ~r~τ · ~LΦξ (61)
where ξ is again a Grassmann spinor. This symmetry however does not appear to be con-
sistent with the superalgebra of (7).
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As a second model, let us take
S =
∫
dA
R2
[
1
2
Ψ†
(
~τ · ~L+ x
)
Ψ+ Φ∗
(
~L2 + x(3− x)− 2
)
Φ
]
. (62)
This is invariant under
δΦ = ξ†~τ · ~rΨ δΨ = −2
(
~τ · ~L+ 3− x
)
~τ · ~rΦξ (63)
as [~τ · ~r, L2] = −2~τ · ~r
(
~τ · ~L+ 1
)
, but once again this symmetry does not appear to be
consistent with (7). We note that ~τ · ~r has many of the properties of γ5 in Euclidean space
[31,32].
5.2 AdS2
Models associated with the superalgebras of (19) and (21) can also be devised. The model
S =
∫ dA
R2
[
Ψ˜
(
ΣabLab + χ
)
Ψ+ Φ
(
1
2
LabLab (64)
+χ(1 + χ)Φ)− F 2 + λN
(
(1 + 2χ)Φ2 + 2ΦF + Ψ˜Ψ
)N]
is invariant under
δΨ =
[(
ΣabLab − (1 + χ)
)
Φ− F
]
ξ
δΦ = ξ˜Ψ , δF = −ξ˜
(
ΣabLab + χ
)
Ψ (65)
if Lab = −xa∂b + xb∂a. (Note that
(
ΣabLab
)2
= −1
2
LabLab + Σ
abLab.) The superalgebra of
(19) is consistent with the transformations of (65).
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In conjunction with the superalgebra of (21), (an N = 2 supersymmetry algebra), one
has an invariant model whose action is
S =
∫ dA
R2
[
Ψ
(
ΣabLab + χ
)
Ψ+ Φ∗
(
1
2
LabLab
+χ(1 + χ)) Φ− F ∗F ] (66)
with now
δΨ =
[(
ΣabLab − (1 + χ)
)
Φ− F
]
ξ (67)
δΦ = ξΨ , δF = −ξ
(
ΣabLab + χ
)
Ψ.
In (64) Ψ is a Majorana spinor and Φ and F are real scalars; in (64) Ψ is a Dirac spinor and
Φ and F are complex spinors.
6 Superspace for Two Dimensions
We can realize the two dimensional superalgebras of eqs. (7) and (19) in superspace. Super-
space models invariant under (19) can be formulated.
6.1 S2
In conjunction with the two superalgebras of (7), we consider a superspace with coordinates
xa, θi and θ
†
i where θi is a two component Dirac Grassmann spinor. In addition, we employ
an auxiliary constant β. The two superalgebras of (7) have a representation [33]
Q = (~τ · ~x+ β) ∂
∂θ†
±
(
∂
∂β
− ~τ · ~∇
)
θ
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Q† =
∂
∂θ
(~τ · ~x+ β)∓ θ†
(
∂
∂β
− ~τ · ~∇
)
(68)
Ja = 1
2
[
∂
∂θ
τaθ + θ†τa
∂
∂θ†
]
+
(
−i~x× ~∇
)a
Z = ±
(
θ†
∂
∂θ†
− θ ∂
∂θ
)
.
Two quantities that commute with Q are ~x 2 − β2 ± 2θ†θ and θ† ∂
∂θ†
+ θ
∂
∂θ
+ ~x · ~∇+ β ∂
∂β
.
The changes induced by Q and Q† on xa and θ are
δxa =
[
ξ†Q−Q†ξ, xa
]
= ±
(
θ†τaξ − ξ†τaθ
)
δθ =
[
ξ†Q−Q†ξ, θ
]
= (~τ · ~x+ β) ξ. (69)
The physical interpretation of β is not clear. Also, it is not apparent how to construct a
superfield containing component fields (such as appear in (56)) that constitute an irreducible
representation of the supersymmetry transformation induced by (68). This may be due to
an inability to find a Grassmann operator that anticommutes with Q and Q† as represented
in (68).
6.2 AdS2
In conjunction with the superalgebra of (19) we have a superspace composed of Bosonic
coordinates xa and Fermionic coordinates θi where θi is a two component Majorana spinor.
A suitable representation of this superalgebra in superspace is provided by
Jab =
∂
∂θ
Σabθ −
(
xa∂b − xb∂a
)
Q = γa∂aθ + γ
axa
∂
∂θ˜
(70)
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Q˜ = −θ˜γa∂a + ∂
∂θ
γaxa.
No analogue of the variable β appearing in (68) is needed. Two quantities that commute
with Q appearing in (70) are
R2 = xaxa − θ˜θ (71)
and
∆ = xa∂a + θi
∂
∂θi
= xa∂a + θ˜i
∂
∂θ˜i
. (72)
We also can define
D = −γa∂aθ + γaxa ∂
∂θ˜
D˜ = θ˜γa∂a +
∂
∂θ
γaxa. (73)
Several useful relations are
[Dj,∆] = 0
{
Qi, D˜j
}
= −2∆δij
(
∆ ≡ xa∂a + 32θi
∂
∂θi
)
(74)
[
Qi,∆
]
= 1
2
Di
[
Qi, DD˜
]
= 2
[
Di,∆
]
= Qi.
From (72), we see that one can define a supersymmetric invariant condition
∆Φ = ωΦ (75)
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on a scalar superfield Φ . This is analogous to the homogeneity condition used in dS4 space
in [33]. A suitable invariant action can be taken to be
S1 =
∫
d3xd2θδ(R2 − a2)Φ(D˜D + ρ)Φ. (76)
If now
Φ = φ+ λ˜θ + F θ˜θ (77)
then by (75)
(x · ∂ − ω)φ = (x · ∂ + 1− ω)λ = (x ·+2− ω)F = 0. (78)
Noting that
D˜D = −x2 ∂
∂θ
∂
∂θ˜
+
1
2x2
[
LabLab + 2(x · ∂)2 + 2(x · ∂)
]
θ˜θ
+2x · ∂ + 2θ˜
(
−x · ∂ + ΣabLab
) ∂
∂θ˜
− 3θ˜ ∂
∂θ˜
(79)
and
δ
(
R2 − a2
)
= δ
(
x2 − a2
)
− θ˜θδ′
(
x2 − a2
)
we see that the component form of (76) is
S1 =
∫
d3x
{
δ
(
x2 − a2
) [
−λ˜
(
ΣabLab +
ρ− 3
2
)
λ (80)
+
1
2x2
φ
(
LabLab + 2ω(1− ω)
)
φ− 2x2F
+2(ρ− 1)φF ] + δ′
(
x2 − a2
) [
2x2φF
−(ρ+ 2ω)φ2
]}
.
Upon integrating over
√
x2, we find that the action on the AdS2 surface is
S1 =
∫
d2Aa2
[
−λ˜
(
ΣabLab +
ρ− 3
2
)
λ (81)
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+
1
2a3
φ
(
LabLab + 2ω(1 + 5ω + ρ) + ρ
)
φ
−2a2F 2 + (2ρ− 3− 2ω)φF
]
.
If δΦ =
[
ξ˜Q,Φ
]
, then it follows that
δφ = iξ˜γ · xλ
δλ˜ = iξ˜γ · (∂φ + 2xF ) (82)
δF = − i
2
ξ˜γ · ∂λ.
There is no immediate connection between the actions of (64) and (81), although the changes
of (82) can be identified with those of (65) provided iγ ·xλ→ Ψ, ω → −1−χ and 2x2F → −F
in (82).
In place of (76) one could also consider the supersymmetric invariant actions
S2 =
∫
d3xd2θδ
(
R2 − a2
)
Φ(Q˜Q+ ρ)Φ (83a)
S3 =
∫
d3xd2θδ
(
R2 − a2
) [
(D˜Φ)(DΦ) + ρΦ2
]
(83b)
S4 =
∫
d3xd2θδ
(
R2 − a2
) [
(Q˜Φ)(QΦ) + ρΦ2
]
(83c)
as well as supersymmetric invariant interactions
SI = λN
∫
d3xd2θδ
(
R2 − a2
)
ΦN . (84)
(Actually, (83a) and (83c) are identical as [Qi, R
2] = 0.)
Establishing supersymmetric invariance of S1 · · ·S4 in (76) and (83) is not easily done if
one works directly in terms of component fields as in (81). However one can argue as follows
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to establish this invariance. The expansion (D˜D + ρ)Φ is itself a scalar superfield given by
P + S˜θ +Rθ˜θ =
(
−2x2F + 2ωφ
)
+ θ˜
(
2ΣabLab − 3
)
λ
+θ˜θ
[
−2(1 + ω)φ+ 1
2x2
(
LabLab + 2ω(1 + ω)
)
φ
]
(85)
and hence the change in the product of two scalar fields is given by
[
ξ˜Q,
(
P1 + θ˜S1 +R1θ˜θ
) (
P2 + θ˜S2 +R2θ˜θ
)]
=
[
ξ˜Q, P1P2 +
(
P1S˜2 + P2S˜1
)
θ + (P1R2 + P2R1
−1
2
S˜1S2
)
θ˜θ
]
= −1
2
∂a
[
ξ˜γa (P1S2 + P2S1)
]
θ˜θ +O(θ).
Since this is the divergence of a current at order θ˜θ, S1, S2, S3 and S4 are all supersymmetric
invariant actions.
7 Discussion
In this paper we have presented the simplest superalgebras associated with spaces of con-
stant curvature in two, three and four dimensions. In this way, some of the superalgebras
considered in [35] are exhibited explicitly. In addition, some novel superalgebras (eg, that
of (13)) have been noted whcih do not fall into the categories considered by Nahm [37] or
Pilch et al. [38].
We have also considered the two dimensional models in more detail. In particular, we have
examined their representations. One peculiar result occurs in the case of the superalgebra of
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eq. (7) associated with S2, namely the requirement that states have positive definite norm
restricts the angular momentum to be less than a value given in terms of the eigenvalues
of the internal symmetry generator (cf eq. (38)). In addition, component field models
associated with superalgebras related to AdS2 and S2 have been devised, and superfield
models invariant under the AdS2 superalgebra are given.
Clearly more work remains to be done. Formulating models in three and four dimensions
is a high priority. Considering spaces of constant curvature in dimensions higher than four
also merits attention. It may also be possible to relate the algebra of (13) to non-commutative
geometry [39]. These questions currently are under consideration.
8 Appendix
8.1 Three Dimensions
In 3 + 0 dimensions, the Dirac matrices can be identified with the Pauli spin matrices τaij .
These satisfy
τaτ b = δab + iǫabcτ c (A.1)
τaijτ
a
kℓ = 2δiℓδkj − δijδkℓ (A.2)
τaijδkℓ + τ
a
kℓδij = τ
a
iℓδkj + τ
a
kjδiℓ (A.3)
ǫabcτ bijτ
c
kℓ = i
(
τaiℓδkj − τakjδiℓ
)
. (A.4)
Charge conjugation of a spinor ψ is given by ψc = C(ψ
†)T where
C−1τµC = −(τµ)T ; (A.5)
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C is taken to be
C = τ 2 = C† = C−1 = −CT = −C∗. (A.6)
In 2 + 1 dimensions, we use the metric ηab = diag(+,−,+) and choose γ1 = iτ1, γ2 = τ2,
γ3 = iτ3 so that
γaγb = −ηab − iǫabcγc (A.7)
as ǫ123 = +1. We take also
Σab =
1
4
[γa, γb] = − i2ǫabcγc. (A.8)
Since
γ2Σabγ2 = −ΣTab = −Σ†ab (A.9)
both QQ and Q˜Q are invariant under the transformation
Q→ exp
(
−1
2
ωabΣ
ab
)
Q (A.10)
where
Q = Q†γ2 , Q˜ = Q
Tγ2. (A.11a, b)
The matrix C is defined by (A.5) and (A.6) in both 3dM and 3dE; in 3dM ψC = Cψ
T
.
If in 2 + 1 dimensions, θ, ξ and χ are all Majorana (viz. θ = θc, ξ = ξc, χ = χc) then we
have
(
ξ˜χ
)
= (χ˜ξ) =
(
ξ˜χ
)†
(A.12)
(
ξ˜γaχ
)
= − (χ˜γaξ) (A.13)
(
ξ˜θ
) (
θ˜χ
)
= −1
2
(
ξ˜χ
) (
θ˜θ
)
. (A.14)
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In 3 + 0 dimensions, (ψc)c = −ψ so one cannot impose the Majorana condition; spinors
can be Dirac, or alternatively, one can have a pair of “symplectic Majorana” spinors Qi
satisfying
Qi = ǫij(Qc)j (A.15)
where ǫij = −ǫji, ǫ12 = 1.
8.2 Four Dimensions
In 4 + 0 dimensions, we choose the following representation for the Dirac matrices
γi =


0 iτ i
−iτ i 0

 γ0 =


0 1
1 0

 (A.16)
Σµν = −1
4
[γµ, γν ] γ5 = γ1γ2γ3γ4 =


−1 0
0 1


so that
{γµ, γν} = 2gµν,
[
Σαβ , γγ
]
= δαγγβ − δβγγα,
[
Σµν ,Σλσ
]
= δµλΣνσ + · · · (A.17)
Contracting the expansion
Σµνij Σ
µν
kℓ = aiℓδkj + a
5
iℓγ
5
kj + a
µ
iℓγ
µ
kj + a
µ5
iℓ
(
γµγ5
)
kj
+aµνiℓ Σ
µν
kj (A.18)
with δkj, γ
5
kj, γ
µ
kj, (γ
µγ5)kj and Σ
µν
kj in turn leads to
Σµνij Σ
µν
kℓ = −12Σµνiℓ Σµνkj − 34
(
δiℓδkj + γ
5
iℓγ
5
kj
)
(A.19)
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so that
Σµνij Σ
µν
kℓ + Σ
µν
iℓ Σ
µν
kj = −12
[
(δijδkℓ + δiℓδkj) +
(
γ5ijγ
5
kℓ + γ
5
iℓγ
5
kj
)]
. (A.20)
Similarly, one has
δijδkℓ =
1
4
[
δiℓδkj + γ
5
iℓγ
5
kj + γ
µ
iℓγ
µ
kj − (γµγ5)iℓ(γµγ5)kj
−2Σµνiℓ Σµνkj
]
. (A.21)
Together, (A.20) and (A.21) give
2 (δijδkℓ + δiℓδkj) =
(
γaijγ
a
kℓ + γ
a
iℓγ
a
kj
)
−
[(
γaγ5
)
ij
(
γaγ5
)
kℓ
+
(
γaγ5
)
iℓ
(
γaγ5
)
kj
]
+ 2
[(
γ5
)
ij
(
γ5
)
kℓ
+
(
γ5
)
iℓ
(
γ5
)
kj
]
. (A.22)
For charge conjugation, we now take
CγµC−1 = −(γµ)T (A.23)
and with C = γ0γ2,
C = −CT = −C† = −C−1 = C∗. (A.24)
If ψC = C(ψ
†)T , then (ψC)C = −ψ so a spinor cannot be Majorana; it can be Dirac, or we
can have a pair of symplectic Majorana spinors.
In 3 + 1 dimensions, where gµν = diag(+−−−), we choose
γi =


0 τ i
−τ i 0

 γ0 =


0 1
1 0

 γ5 =


−1 0
0 1

 . (A.25)
The charge conjugation matrix C is taken to be −iγ0γ2 and so that if
ψ = ψ†γ0 , ψC = C(ψ)
T (A.25)
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then it is apparent that the Majorana condition can be imposed.
One can also use 2-component notations for spinors in 3 + 1 dimensions, using the con-
ventions of [35]. However, we find it convenient to avoid distinguishing between upper and
lower case indices and to not use the dot notation for indices; rather we choose to strictly
employ matrix notation.
We first define
σµ = (1, ~τ) , σµ = (1,−~τ)
σµν = −1
4
(σµσν − σνσµ) , σµν = −1
4
(σµσν − σνσµ) .
These satisfy the relations
σµ† = σµ , σµ† = σµ , σµν† = −σµν
σ2σ
µσ2 = σ
µT σ2σ
µνσ2 = −σµνT
[
σµν , σλσ
]
= gµλσνσ − gµσσνλ + gνσσµλ − gνλσµσ
σµνσλ = 1
2
(
gµλσν − gνλσµ + iǫµνλρσρ
)
σµσνλ = −1
2
(
gµνσλ − gµλσν + iǫµνλρσρ
) (
ǫ1230 = +1
)
(σµν)ij (σµν)kℓ = −2δiℓδkj + δijδkℓ , (σµν)ij (σµν)kℓ = 0 (σµ)ij (σµ)kℓ = 2δiℓδkj .
Consider now 2-component spinors ψ and χ and define
ψ˜ = ψTσ2 χ˜ = χ
Tσ2 .
It follows from the above relations that if
ψ → eωµνσµνψ χ→ eωµνσµνχ
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then
ψ˜ → ψ˜e−ωµνσµν χ˜→ χ˜e−ωµνσµν
ψ → ψ†e−ωµνσµν χ† → χ†e−ωµνσµν
(
σ2ψ
†T
)
→ eωµνσµν
(
σ2ψ
†T
) (
σ2χ
†T
)
→ eωµνσµν
(
σ2χ
†T
)
.
It is apparent then that the following structures are Lorentz invariant:
ψ˜ψ , χ˜χ , ψ†σµψ , χ
†σµχ , ψ˜σµνψ , χ˜σµνχ.
A suitable candidate for a pair of relativisticly invariant wave equations are
σµpµψ +mχ + 0
σµpµχ−mψ = 0
Together, these equations imply that
(
p2 −m2
)
ψ = 0 =
(
p2 −m2
)
χ
For 2 + 2 dimensions we employ
γ1 =


0 1
1 0

 γ2 =


0 iτ 2
−iτ 2 0

 γ3 =


0 σ1
−σ1 0

 γ4 =


0 σ3
−σ3 0

 (A.26)
with gµν = diag(+,+,−,−). If now
C = −A = −iγ3γ4 (A.27)
and ψC = C(ψ)
T = C(ψ†A)T = ψ∗, then it is apparent that a spinor can now be both
Majorana (ψ = ψC) and Weyl (ψ = ±γ5ψ where γ5 = −γ1γ2γ3γ4). The 2-component
notation we use for 2 + 2 dimensions is defined in [5].
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8.3 Five Dimensions
In 5+0 dimensions, we use the matrices of (A.16); the analogues of (A.17) continue to hold.
The following equations are useful
γAγBγC = δABδC − δACγB + δBCγA + ǫABCDEΣDE (A.28)
γAγBγCγD = δABδCD − δACδBD + δADδBC
+ǫABCDEγE − 2
[
δABΣCD
+δACΣDB + δBCΣAD + δADΣBC
+δBDΣCA + δCDΣAB
]
(A.29)
(Σ · A)(Σ · B) = −1
2
A · B + 1
4
ǫABCDEAABBCDγE + 2AACBBCΣAB. (A.30)
Just as (A.18) can be used to derive (A.19), we can show
ΣABij Σ
AB
kℓ = −12ΣABiℓ ΣABkj − 14γAiℓγAkj − 54δiℓδkj (A.31)
γAijγ
A
kℓ = −34γAiℓγAkj + 54δiℓδkj − 12ΣABiℓ ΣABkj (A.32)
δijδkℓ =
1
4
δiℓδkj +
1
4
γAiℓγ
A
kj − 12ΣABiℓ ΣABkj (A.33)
Together, (A.31) to (A.33) can be used to demonstrate that
ΣABij Σ
AB
kℓ + Σ
AB
iℓ Σ
AB
kj = − (δijδkℓ + δiℓδkj) = −
(
γAijγ
A
kℓ + γ
A
iℓγ
A
kj
)
. (A.34)
In 5 + 0 dimensions we have
γ0 =


0 1
1 0

 γi =


0 iτ i
−iτ i 0

 γ5 =


−1 0
0 1

 (A.35)
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and hence it is appropriate to define ψ = ψ† and to have C = −γ1γ3 so that
γA = C−1γATC. (A.36)
We hence take ψC = Cψ
T
; ψ cannot be Majorana, but may be Dirac or symplectic Majorana.
In 4 + 1 dimensions we employ
γ0 =


0 1
1 0

 γi =


0 τ i
−τ i 0

 γ5 =


−i 0
0 i

 (A.37)
define ψ = ψ†γ0 and ψC = Cψ
T
with
C = −iγ0γ2γ5 = C† = C−1 = −CT (A.38)
so that γA = C−1(γA)TC. Since (ψC)C = −ψ, spinors can be either Dirac or symplectic
Majorana, but not Majorana.
In 3 + 2 dimensions, we have
γ0 =


0 1
1 0

 γi =


0 σi
−σi 0

 γ5 =


−1 0
0 1

 (A.39)
so that it is appropriate that we take ψ = ψ† (γ1γ2γ3) and ψC = Cψ
T
where
C = iγ2γ3 (A.40)
so that γA = C−1(ΓA)TC as in 4+1 dimension. The Majorana condition ψ = ψC is consistent
as (ψC)C = ψ in 3 + 2 dimensions.
An additional identity that is useful in five dimensions is
(
ΣABC
)
ij
(ΣAB)kℓ +
(
ΣABC
)
jk
(ΣAB)iℓ +
(
ΣABC
)
ki
(ΣAB)jℓ = 0; (A.41)
38
this holds in 5 + 0 dimensions, 4 + 1 dimensions and (3 + 2) dimensions. It is proven by
expanding the left side of (A.41) in the form Pijδkℓ + Q
A
ij(γA)kℓ + R
AB
ij (ΣAB)kℓ; contraction
with δℓk, (γC)ℓk and (ΣCD)ℓk leads to P = Q
A = RAB = 0.
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